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Let.f be a manic separable polynomial over the rational integers 7] and p be a rational prime. 
We set up an algorithm which yields the extended p-adic values of a given element ct in the 
semi-simple algebra A: = Q[X]/f Firstly, we determine the decomposition fp in A z and an 
approximate factorisation of f over the p-adic completion Q, by means of the ORDMAX 
algorithm of Ford-Zassenhaus. Then it is an easy matter to calculat," the values of ~. In case it 
would be necessary to improve the factorisation, we thirdly give a modification of the Hensel- 
Zassenhaus factorisation method which works even if the factors are not relatively prime 
modulo p. Finally, some examples are given at the end of the paper. 
1. Introduction 
Let vp denote the normalised p-adic valuation for a prime p of Q and also its unique 
extension to the p-adic completion Q~ of Q. Let feZ[X]  be a manic separable 
polynomial,  4: and Ap, s be the semi-simple algebras O[X] / f  and Qp[X]/f ,  respectively, 
(9: and d~l, ' :  their maximal orders. 
In this paper we aim at giving an algorithm for computing firstly the decomposition law 
of p in Ay, 
P~- [ I  /~', r, ei ~1,  (1) 
l=l 
fii pr ime divisors in ,4:, and secondly the extensions v: :  1 ~< i ~ r, of vp in Ay. Here we 
normalise the v/,~ in such a way that vii(A:)= 7/u {~}.  
2. Remarks on the Arithmetic in A: 
In this section we give an exposition of the theoretical background of the algorithm. 
The main theorem describing the decomposition of p in A s has been stated by Kummer 
(Weiss, 1963). 
THEOREM 1. Let f ~ Z[X] be manic and separable, and co e Ap.: be a generator of Op. : over 
the p-adic integers Zp, i.e. 1,09, w 2 . . . .  ,co deg:-I form an integral basis of Ap,:. I f  
m~ ~ gp[X]  is the minimal polynomial of co, and 
mo, -- [ I  m~' (mad p), mieZp[X], r, ei~ [~, (2) 
/=1 
its factorisation modulo p, the decomposition alp in Ap.: results in 
P ~- I-I ~7', ~t prime divisors in Ap.:, (3) 
i=1 
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and therefore in A: 
r 
P ~ 1-'[ /~', :i prime divisors in ,4:. [] (4) 
l= l  
The theorem can be directly applied if 
A:: = ~_[X]lf ~_ 0: 
is p-maximal, that is, if p does not divide the Z- module index of A: in 0r. In this case, the 
decomposition law can already be read from the factorisation of f modulo p. However, A: 
need not to be p-maximal. In order to compute a generator of 60p.:, we apply the 
ORDMAX algorithm which has been developed by Ford and Zassenhaus (Ford, 1987), 
and refined and also implemented by the first author at the Universit~it des Saarlandes 
(BSffgen, 1987). We do not enter into the details of this algorithm, but wish to show how 
to make use of it for our intentions. 
Let d(f)  be the discriminant off,  and #= vp(d(f))+l. The ORDMAX yields first a 
factorisation o f f  modulo p~ of the form 
f---- f l  f- (mod pU), (5) 
i=1  
with re N as in (1), f~eZ[X] monie, separable, and irreducible over Op (see B6ffgen, 
1987, Ch. 9.1, steps 4.2 and 4.4.2a), b), but in place of k using # as defined above). 
Second, in any field K~: = Qp[X]/fi, it yields a generator o9~ of the maximal order 0t ~ K~ 
(see B6ffgen, 1987, Ch. 7.10, step 2). 
According to Theorem 1 (Kummer), its minimal polynornial m~, has the properties 
(i) too,, e Z[X], 
(ii) m,~-  m~' (rood p), with el e t~ as in (2), m~e Z[X] irreducible modulo p. 
Consequently, the decomposition f p in K~ reads 
and in 
P - ¢~', ~i prime divisor in Ki, (Y) 
' f l  Ap,~=Qp[X] /g~- -OKz  for g= f i :  
l=1  I= i  
i" Igt~ 
P ~ 1--[ ~ ¢i prime divisors in Ap.g. (3") 
/=1  
The decomposition law in Ap,y, and hence in A s. itself, is given by (3") together with the 
Structural Stability theorem of Zassenhaus (1980). 
THEOREM 2. I f  for two monic and separable polynomials f, g eZp[X] there holds the 
congruence 
f - -gmodf  for v = vp(d(f))+l, 
then the semi-simple algebras 
A,,: = Op[X]lf, A~,~ = %[Xqla 
are isomorphic over Qp. In particular, the decomposition laws of the two algebras coincide. 
[] 
RZMAaK. Under the above assumptions we get, by means of the algorithm ORDMAX, 
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such that f~ e Z[X] monic, separable, irreducible, 
g -= f (mod f ) ,  # = vp(d(f)) + 1, 
such that 
Ap, g ~ Ap, y; 
(ii) The decomposition law of p in Ap, a, hence in A~,¢, hence in A I. 
In what follows we always look at A¢ as a subset, embedded into A~,¢. The elements 
aeAl,, i  = Op[X]/ f  
are represented in the canonical way as polynomials 
h~ ~ Qp[X], deg h~ < degf, (6) 
such that c~ = h~, where h~ is the residue class 
Let h~ = h~ + fQp[X]  ~ Q~,[X]/f 
f=I-I A, fim7/,[x], degf~=n,>O, (7) 
be the factorisation of f in  Z~[X], and 
f;, = %IX] i f , ,  1 ~ i ~< r, (8) 
finite extension fields over Qp. According to the isomorphism 
r 
A,,f ~ (~ f¢, (9) 
i=1  
the elements a~ Ap.j. can be described as r-tuples (~ . . . . .  ~,), ~, E/(i. Here the projections 
ol : Ap, f ->> Ki, 1 <<. i <<. r, 
are given as follows: in addition to (6), let h~,~ Qv[-X] such that 
h,,. =-- h. modf~, deg hi,. < deg~. (10) 
Then we define 
The above facts, together with Weiss (1963), can be combined to give 
THEOREM 3. Le't f e Z[X] monic, separable, (7) its factorisation over Qp, Ap,¢ and K~ subject 
to (8), (9). Let (3) be the decomposition of the rational prime p in Ap, f .  Then the extensions 
of  the p-adic valuation vp to Ap.f are given by 
v), :A.,s + qu{oo} 
ei 
a ~ vA(a):= ~ op(Ng,f%(at) ). C] (12) 
REMARK. For aeAp,f  there is an i, 1 ~< i ~< r, such that vA,(a) =oo, if and only ifa is zero or 
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a zero-divisor in A,.j-. In this case h= = 0 or gcd(h~,,f) ¢ 1, respectively. According to the 
notation in (4), for 1 ~< i ~< r, let v~ denote the restriction of vi, on As.. 
3. The Algorithm 
Now we are in a position to set up the algorithm for computing the v?~ values (1 ~< i ~< r) 
of ~Af .  Without loss of generality we assume ~ to be integral over Q, such that 
INPUT: f~  ~[X] monic and separable; 
p a rational prime; 
h~EZ[X], deg h, < degf  
OUTPUT: the decomposition law of p in As.; 
the values vp~(c0, 1~< i ~< r. 
STEP 1: Set k~vp(d(f))+l~N. 
Determine the decomposition law either on the basis of the factorisatlon of 
fmodulo  p if A r p-maximal, or by means of the algorithm ORDMAX. 
STEP 2: Set t~-gcd(h~,f)sZ[X]. 
STEP 3: Establish the factorisation o f f  modulo pk: 
f~" I~I ft (rood pk), fi ~ Z[X] relatively prime, 
l=l  
and set n~ 0- degf~. 
Execute the following steps for each i, 1 ~< i <~ r. 
STEP 4: Iff~ divides t modulo pk, 
set v~i(~ ) *-- oO, 
and sl(ip steps 5 and 6. 
STEP 5: 
STEP 6: 
Compute &~ modulo pk and NI~Z such that 
N - NK,/o.(~) mod p~. 
If N~ - 0 mod pk, increase k and go to step 3. 
el 
Set vAt(s ) ~ vp(N~). 
4. p-Adic Approximation of Polynomial Factorisation 
In this section we establish the quadratic Hcnsel lift method as in Rychlik (1923), but 
using only the so-called reduced resultant in place of the classical resultant. To this we give 
a modification of the method of Zassenhaus (1969, 1984), where we get rid of the 
assumption that the factors of the polynomial modulo a prime power pk are relatively 
prime modulo p. Specifically, in step 3 we start out with a complete factorisation of f  
modulo pk as an approximate factorisation of f over Q,. In the course of the algorithm we 
eventually have to improve the approximation in order to get a factorisation of f modulo 
pk" k' greater than k. 
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DEFINITION. For,£ g s 7/we define 
res(f, 9) : = ( fZ[X]  + 97/[X]) n Z ((13) 
as the reduced resultant ideal of f  and 9, and denote the v,-value of a generator of res(f, 9) 
by vp(res(f, 9)), 
Let 
for f=-fx,kf2,k (mod pk), (14) 
f~,keZ[X], i=1 ,2 ,  keN,  k>21, 
where 
1 = vv(res(f~ ' ,, f2, k))" 
Moreover, let A~,, ~ Z[X] such that there holds the resultant equation 
Al,kf2, k + A2,gj'l, k ._- pt (mod pk). (15) 
Specifically, ~l,kfZ,k + A2,kfl,k = 1 + pmAo, k, (16) 
for 
At, k=p-XAi,  k~p- lZ[X] ,  m=k- l ,  and AO, k~Z[X ]. 
THEOREM 4, Under the above assumptions, Jbr the polynomials 
where 
one has 
(i) f ,  z., ~ Z[X],  
(ii) f=-fl,2mf2.2.,(mod p2.,), 
(iii) 2m > k. [] 
- -  in " ,qo, k = P (f--JhkfZ,k)~PtZ[X], 
f,2., --./t,~ +P 9t, k, 
gi, k ~go,kA-l,k +PkT£[X] +ff, kZ[X], degg~,k < degfl, k, 
(17) 
REMARK. By Theorem 4 we have improved the factorisation (14) o f f  modulo pk upon a 
factorisation modulo p2m. Moreover, if we set 
A~,2m = A~,k--pkAl,k(g2,kA1,k +~3x,kA2,k + Ao,k)e 7/[X-l, 
we obtain a second resultant equation on the level p2,.: 
A1,2mf2, 2., + A2, 2,.fl, 2., =- pl (rood p2,.). (15') 
It is an easy exercise to verify the formulas established above. Notice that 2m > k > 21, 
therefore, starting from the new resultant equation, we are able to further improve the 
faetorisation, The algorithm proceeds in quadratic steps up to a constant factor p2~. 
5. Examples 
The following examples have been computed on a Siemens 7,570-P at the 
Rechenzentrum der Universit/it des Saarlandes, We have used a storage of 800 K byte, In 
each case we have listed: 
- - f (  X) ~ Z[ X], defining As = Q[X]/./~ 
--the discriminant d(f); 
r 
- -the factorisation f ~- ~1 f~ (rood f ) ,  v t> #, as in (5); 
l= 
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- - the decomposition of the rational prime p ~ 11 P~' as in (1); 
1=1 
- -h ,  e Q[X], the representation f an element a~ Af due to (6); 
- - the  values vpifor i= 1 . . . . .  r, as in (12); 
- - the  execution times for the first (decomposition) and the second part (values) of the 
example. 
Example 1. Cyclotomic field, where the decomposition law is well known. 
Example 2. A field of degree 21. 
Example 3. f (X) = 512g(1, X/5), where Gal(g(t, X)) ~ M12 (B. Heinrich Matzat, 
Karlsruhe, W. Germany). The high execution time comes from the factor of degree 8: In 
step 5 the calculation of the norm is very time consuming. Moreover, we have v~(N3) = 8, 
Na---0modpS, so Na has to be calculated once more, after we have set up the 
factorisation o f f  modulo p16 according to section 4. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
f ( X ) = X12 .q- x l l -l- x l ° -~ x O -l- x S .Jv X 7 .~- X 6 -~ X 5 Jc X 4 -~ X 3 q- X 2 .q- X ..~- l . 
Discriminant = 1792160394037 = 1311 
Faetorisation of f (X)  rood 1313.. 
f (X) = X12+X 11+Xl°+Xg+X s+XT+X6+XS+X 4
+Xa+X2+X+I  mod 1313. 
Decomposition of P = 13 in K = O(X)/f(X): 
CPU time for decomposition law: 2 sec. 
p = ~I  2. 
v~values oJ'a in K: 020000100090.  
CPU time for decomposition law: 29 sec. 
CUP time for vpi values: 4 sec. 
Factorisation of f (X)  mod 53s: 
f (X) = (X + 13977326649904), (X + 4271517168614) • 
(X + 1684374218587) • (X + 59485046836771), 
(X + 59218733333735) , (X + 9571962549965) • 
(X + 53494558429165) , (X + 52990795504056), 
(X + 50089210866757) • (X + 21965260811250) • 
(X + 19655666986627) • (X + 27153689112736) mod 53 s. 
Decomposition of p = 53 in K = Q(X)/(f(X): 
P = A */~2 *~3 * ~,*/~5 * ~6" ~7 *~8 * ~9"/ho*/~11 *A2.  
h. = 44X 11 + 536XLO_ 5390X 9_  198667X s_  1719793X v + 2649023X 6 
+ 176476319X s + 1669398335X 4 + 8382403583X a + 24735704831X 2 
+ 40678619903X + 28953220607 
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EXAMPLE 2. 
f iX )  = X 21 +X2°-X~9+XtS+2XIT -4X IS+3X la -2X12+3Xl l  
+ 3X '° +4X 8 +4X 7 -4X s -X  4 -2X  3 +2X +4. 
Discriminant = 34574830682391077437240507010167976839180795904 
= 214,7 ,17 ,929  
• 19088748116408115123226600520979663731. 
Factorisation o f f (X)  mod 74. • 
f (X )  = (X 2 + 654X + 830),  (X + 1364) 
, (X 7 + 500X 6 + 1931X 5 + 1831X 4 + 390X a + 144X 2 + 77X + 1759) 
, (X 6 + 1049X ~ + 1946X4 + 1239X a +2187X 2+ 1989X + 2276) 
, (X 2 + 1854X + 2337) • (X a + 1783X 2 + 331X+417) mod 74. 
Decomposition of p = 7 in K = Q(X)/f(X): 
P = ~1 *,~2 *P3*P4*/¢5*~6 
h, = X 11 _ 19X 9 + 33X 8 + 74X ~_ 317X 6 +431X 5_236X 4 
- 33X a + 111X 2 -  54X + 9. 
v p~ values of a in K." 4 5 0 0 10. 
CPU time for decomposition law: 21 sec. 
CPU time for v/. t values." 14 sec. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
f (X)  = X 12 + 100X11 + 4050X1° + 83700X 9+ 888975X s + 3645000X 7 
- 10570500X 6-107163000X 5 + 100875375X 4 + 1131772500X 3 




= 212,312,544 * 2296,2396,10316,287966716.  
Factorisation o f f (X )  mod 319: 
f (X )  = (X + 1097451180) • (X + 947533788) 
• (X s + 466747023368427X 7 + 428192819978 IOIX 6 
+ 775656454809695X s + 763279413572789X 4 
+ 1400723086022448Xa + 1661600229132923X  
+ 1402821534709936X + 626511365616574) 
, (X 2 + 1511080568132341X + 1227776138302901) mod 319. 
Decomposition of p = 3 in K = Q(X)/f(X): 
p = ~1 */~2 */~3 *~,. 
CPU time for decomposition law: 15 sec. 
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Factorisation o f f (X )  mod 2298: 
f (X )  = (X 2 +4222856785331732377X + 6397719646145648563) 
• (X  2 + 3176654947358095274X + 2944992256727843235) 
• (X  s + 163309916230199810X 7 +2034508212321811318X 6 
+ 1413912497946477535X5 + 4508202002964212227X 4 
+ 5050800839600480472X a + 808020048844030495X 2 
+3047403710649266483X+7222203772630642846) mod 2298. 
Decomposition of p = 229 in K = Q(X)/ f lX) :  
p = ~1 */~: * /~ 
h, = -- 257738X 11 _ 2564227XlO + 679790361X9 + 6766707754X s 
+ 29608852424X 7 - 76528765223X 6 - 856045506687X s 
+ 723003477634X 4 + 8977421785270X 3 - 2697867436825X 2 
+ 10492334996161X + 2628625508242. 
v~ values of  a in K." 0 3 4. 
CPU time for decomposition law: 15 sec. 
CPU time for  u~ values: 1286 sec. 
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